ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

Kickshaws  by Dave Morice

Rioted Deva
Editor Dave has no easy task. The thousand letters sorted, perused.
No value items, there were none. The English were standouts—among the best.
New talent; the old producer continued for years.
Those who transpose words—any form.
Verses, poems. The lamb Mary had, ‘rewrit’ many times.
“There’s not one thing new under the sun.” Ha!
Dave’s “Dictionary—words play.”

Quickies  A macromolecule is a “big little” whereas a majorette is a “little big.” (And ridicule means a “little laugh”.) The animals are all types of chessmen. (I lied about the shrimp (“prawn”) to clue punsters and to mislead if not infuriate others!)

Bananagrams 16  by Edmund Conti